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WARNING 

The Yearbook attempts to cover all "international organiza
tions", according to a broad range of criteria. It therefore includes 
many bodies which may be perceived, according to narrower 
definitions, as not being fully international or as not being of suffi
cient significance to merit inclusion. Such bodies are nevertheless 
included, so as to enable users to make their own evaluation in the 
light of their own criteria. For some users, these bodies may even 
be of greater interest. 

The descriptions of organizations in this Yearbook are based on 
information received from a number of sources. Priority is normally 
given to information· received from the organizations themselves, 
although every effort is made by the· editors to check this informa
tion against other sources (periodicals, official documents, media, 
etc). Whilst the editors attempt to detect and overcome possible 
exaggerated claims by organi:z.ations (eg membership, budget, 
relations with other organizations, activities), the final evaluation of 
the information presented here must be left to the users of this 
volume. 

Users may be assisted in this assessment by the section of the 
voiume to wnich the organization has been allocated, by the 
amount of intormation it has been considered useful to include in 
the description, and by the last date .on which information has been 
rece:ved. It should be recognized that some organizations only 
emerge into full activity on a periodic or irregular basis, such as 
quinquennial congress or as a response to a crisis. 

Be:::ause an organization's own view of itself has been given 
priority, and because secondary sources confirming this view are 
not always available or reliable, the editors cannot take responsibi
lity for any resulting inaccuracies in the information presented. The 
editors apologize for any inconvenience this might cause the user, 
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A VERTISSEMENT 

L'objectif du Yearbook of International Organizations est de 
couvrir tous ies types d'organisation intemationale sans but lucratif. a 
partir d'un large eventail de criteres. On peut do."lc y trouver des orga
nismes qui, selon certaines definitions plus etroites, n'y auraient pas 
place - pas assez "intemationaux" par exemple, ou d'importance trap 
reduite - mais presentent pour d'autres utilisateurs un interet certain. 

La description des organisations telle qu'elle est presentee dans 
ce Yearbook est basee sur un ensemble de differentes sources. 
Priorite est normalement donnee a /'information ret;ue des organisa
tions elles-memes, mais en meme temps tous les efforts sont faits par 
/a redaction pour contr6ier cette information a /'aide des autres sour
ces (periodiques, documents officiels, communiques de presse, etc) 
et pour detecter et reduire d'eventuelles exagerations (membres, 
budget. relations avec /es autres organisations, activites). 

Les utilisateurs seront aides dans cette eval1Jation par la section 
du volume ou /'organisation a ete repertoriee, par la quantite d'infor
mation jugee necessaire pour la description et par la date de recep
tion de cette information. II taut toutefois garder a /'esprit que certai
nes organisations ne s'activent qLJe periodiquement ou tres irregu/ie
rement, ainsi /ors d'un congres quinquennai ou !ors d'une crise. 

Quoiqu'il soit, /'evaluation finale de /'information presentee incom
be a J'utilisateur qui l'etablira a la /umiere de ses criteres personnels. 
La redaction decline toute responsabilite pour des inexactitudes que 
se glisseraient dans !'information presentee et s'excuse des inconve
nients qu 'ii pourrait en decouler pour l'utilisateur. 
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Notes to the user 
HOW TO USE 

Sections: The volume is divided into sections and sub-sections. 
Each section is denoted by one code letter (e.g. P= World 
problems; V= Human values). Each sub-section is denoted by two 
code letters (e.g. HH= Human development concepts; SP= Strate
gic polarities). Sections and sub-sections all appear in alphabetic 
order by code letter. The code letters also have some mnemonic 
significance. All sections and sub-sections are listed on the 
contents page. 

Entries: Each sub-section is composed of a series of entries .. 
Each entr>' is numbered using the code letters of the sub-section 
(e.g. PP0148= Lack of family planning; SS0161= Family planning). 
The entries appear in numeric order within the sub-section. 

General index: The easiest way to find an entry on a specific 
topic is by consulting the General Index in Section Z. where names 
of ail entries are listed together in alphabetic order by keyword. 
The index gives the sub-section and number where the entry is to 
be found. 

Section indexes: An alternative way to find an entry is by using 
the mini-iridexes located at the end of individual sections. These 
provide an overview of entries within a sub-section. 

Explanations: A brief introduction and commentary is provided 
at the beginning of each section and oi each sub-section. More 
detailed comments are provided in Section X. 

Cross-references: Cross-references between entries are 
explained in the sub-section introductions where appropriate. 

Ciassified index: A classified index by subject (3000 catego-
ries) is provided to the worid problems section (Section P) in a 
companion series: 'fearbook of International Organizations (vol. 3). 
This also includes international organizations and treaties dealing 
with the same subject 

WARNING 

1. inconsistencies: The information collected here, and espe
cially in the world problems section, is derived from a very wide 
range of sources reflecting many levels of insight and expertise, as 
well as many cultures. ideologies, beliefs. priorities and biases. No 
attempt has been made to eliminate any inconsistencies, although 
incompatible items have been treated as separate entries where 
appropriate. For example, both .. capitalism" and "communism" are 
treated as world problems. 

2. Juxtapo.sition: This book is deliberateiy organized in such a 
way as to juxtapose bodies of information which are normally kept 
apart. The hard reality of the "world problems" section is counter
balanced by various sections highlighting human values an:l 
development. Within the world problems section itself, for example, 
"counterarguments" are given auestioning or denying the facts 
presented in the problem description, where such information is 
available. 

3. Perceptions: Wherever possible the information is compiled 
using extracts from documents of internationai bodies, whether 
governmental or non.;governmental, formal or informal, and as such 
may be viewed as factual. Given the different interpretations of 
these iacts however, the information presented, especially in the 
case of world problems, can best be viewed as a collection of 
perceptions with which significant international constituencies 
identify strongly in advocating (or resisting) any social change. It is 
an overview of the world's hopes and worries, whether real or 
imaginary. 

4. Editorial intervention: In honoufing the biases active in the 
international community in this way, the editors have .limited them
selves to ensuring that the texts in the main sections, especially on 
world problems, make their point strongly and in as clear and 

concise a manner as the available material permits. In this period of 
imminent crisis, the editors have however accepted the need tor a 
higher level of risk in exploring innovative possibilities. Some of tl1e 
smaller sections are therefore the result of deliberate editorial 
experiments in gleaning and presenting information to highliaht 
such possibilities, despite the risks of inadeQuacy and error. -

$. Editorial bias: The basic bias of the editors is against limita
tion of iniormation to reflec~ only a single viewpoint or paradigm, 
whether ideologicai, cultural. scientific or religious. Within any such 
paradigm, the information here also reflects different levels of 
ignorance, rather than attempting only to reflect a consensus 
prevailing amongst an eiite group of authoritative experts whose 
views may be poorly received outside their own circle. The bias is 
therefore to include information from some constituencies which 
may weli be judged qualitatively inferior, misleading, irrespcnsibie, 
or irrelevant by some other constituency. (This policy also governs 
the production of the companion series, the Yearbook of Jnternaticn
al Organizations). 

6. Significance: The amount of information given on any 
problem. for example, does not reflect an editorial evaluation of its 
importance. Problems CGmmonly accepted as important may be 
documented only briefly, whether because of resowrce limitations, 
because of the profusion of relatively diffuse material available on 
them or because they can be more effectively documented through 
their sub-problems. Little-known problems may be given relatively 
extensive coverage precisely because their existence is not wdl· 
recognized. Inclusion of information in this publication implies on!y 
that the editors considered the source from which it derived sensi• 
tive to and capable of reflecting the views of an international 
constituency, and therefore as being of significance to a wider 
audience. 

7. Naivety: Information on phenomena such as world problems, 
strategies, values or modes of human development is wi<iely 
assumed tc be relevant to the design of any new broad-based 
initiatives in response to the global problematiQUe. The editors 
have accepted the need for a certain naivety to break through the 
conceptual frameworks determining the general indifference of 
academic and governmental authorities to any Questions concern
ing the actual number and variety of such phenomena. In identi
fying such phenomena withi!'I an open framework, some entries (on 
which whole libraries of books have been written) must necessarily 
appear naive. But despite the availability of such a wealth of detail
ed information, to the point of overload, there is a pcverty of infor
mation on how to connect together this fragmented pattem. It is to 
this condition that this project responds by indicating pcssibilities, 
even if at times the resu1t appears superficial or naive. 

8. Pragmatism: The production of this book, within the 
constraints of modest resources, has been feasible only bec~mse 
of an extremely pragmatic approach to the collection and proces
sir.g of information. Within these constraints the editots have 
deliberately set outto "open up" or high!ight neglected categories 
of information, fleshing out the content to the extent possible. 
Where there has been conflict between ability to locate and 
process adequate information within a reasonable time period and 
the elaboration of the pattern of categor!e$, the latter has been 
given priority in order that as broad a coverage could be provided 
as was feaslb!e. Hopefully, even where the information stipplied is 
inadequate, readers will be oriented to new features of the global 
system which others view as meriting their attention. 

9. Non-completion: This book is the product of an ongoing 
project to expbre ways of idenWiling and presenting categories of 
information relevant to the deveiopment process as perceived by 
international organizations. Major refineme11ts will therefore conti
nue to be r:iade to many of tl">e sections, and to the pattern of 
cross-references especially, in response to feedback on inadequa-



cies. In this sense the book cannot be regarded as a finished 
product. 

10. Solutions: This book in no way attempts to present an 
editorial view of "the answer" to the world's problems. Some 
sections do indicate the various kinds of answer, or bases for an 
answer, which are favoured within the international community. 
The editors have however endeavoured to tespond to the challen
ge of how to interrelate inherently incompatible answers and have, 
in one section, reviewed the possibilities of formulating an appro
priate meta-answer of practical significance in such paradoxical 
circumstances. 

ERRATA 

A publication of this scope, based on a multiplicity ofsources of 
information, necessarily COl']tains errors of the following kinds: 

- Errors of content, due to the sources of information used; 
- Errors of interpretation, due to the manner of selection and 

representation of the information used by the editors; 
- Errors arising frofTl the process of selecting and registering 

cross-referenees. 
Considerable editorial effort has been made to reduce the 

number of trivial formal errors, but it has not been considered feasi
ble to eliminate ail ot them within the resources and time available. 

With regara to substantive errors, many of the entries on world 
problems, for exampl<:, contain information from one. international 
group which some other international group would consider 
erroneous. In this sense this book documents the fallacies which 
are active in the iniernational community by juxtaposing incompati-
ble perceptions. · 

The editors have attempted to respond le error in the spirit 
advocated by Donald Michael: 

Changing towards long-range social planning requires that, 
instead of avoiding exposure to and acknowledgement of error, it 
is necessary to expect it to seek out its manifestations, and to 
use information derived from the failure as the basis for learning 
through future societal experiment. More bluntly, future.respon
sive soci~tal learning makes it necessary forindividu9ls and orga
nizations· to embrace error. It is the only way to ensure a shared 
self-consciousness about limited theory as to the nature of social 
dynamics, about limited data for testing theory, and hence about 
ourlimiied ability to control our situation well enough to expect to 
be successful more often th;m not. 
{"On the requirement for embracing error"; In: Ori Learning to · 
Plan and Planning to Learn. Jossey-Bass. 1973). 

ANNEX 4 



BIASES 

In the light of the scope and methods noted above, a further 
influence on the design of the publication was a number of specific 
biases, some of which strongly influenced the length of any 
description. 

1. As mentioned above, the whole editorial process was biased 
against any particular set of values, especially any particular 
concept of truth or falsehood, or of right or wrong, or of good or evil, 
or of strategic relevance or irrelevance, whether or not this resulted 
in texts which were acceptable or ridiculous in terms of the scienti
fic, legal, religious, cu!tural, political or strategic priorities of others. 
The task was conceived as one of "telling things as they are" ir. 
the eyes of those who identify with a particular perspective, not of 
highlighting only what is important according to one such perspec
tive. 

2. There is a definite bias towards giving more space to less 
we!l-pubiicized perspectives arid consequently less space to the 
standard well-documented perspectives, for example the world 
problems of war. famine. pollution, etc. 

3. The above bias is partly corrected by a bias in favour of 
pre:;enting any problem complex as an interconnected set of many 
sub-problems rather than as one long amalgamated description. 
The sub-problem descriptions may in fact be longer than that of the 
parent problem. 

4. When information was inadequate or too much editorial work 
was required to process the available material into an appropriate 
form, there was a bias in favour of including the entry, even without 
a description, rather than excluding it to ensure an impression of 
entries of higher q:.iality. There was therefore a bias in favour of 
opening up categories to which indexes and cross-references 
could refer in anticipation of work in future editions. This may be 
viewed as a bias in favour of lists. 

5. In contrast to other efforts to document world problems, there 
was a definite bias against dependence on "high grade" informa
tion in which each "lac!" has been substantiated by an approved 
authority. As pointed out earlier. such "facts" are quickly disputed, 
denied or ignored in counter-reports by those holding alternative 
views, whether "aL'thoritative" or not. Where high grade informa
tion is available from intema~1onal bodies it has been used. Where 
the information'is too controversial to be approved by an internatio
nal body or where no concerned body, exists, "low grade" informa
tion circulating :n the media has been used. 

6. This publication raises many questions about the use of 
language by the international community and the media. Whether a 
world problem denoted by a particular set of words "e:x.ists" in a 
manner distinct from that denoted by a related set of words (which 
appear to be partly synonymous) is a matter for continuing review. 
in this project there is a specific bias against premature resolution 
of such editorial/research difficulties. Obvious duplication has 
been avoided, but other cases have been aliowed to co-exist espe
cially in the human development section. 

7. As noted €arlier, the limited resources imposed an unwelco
me bias against material requiring translation into English, in 
contrast to the editorial practice for the Yearbook of International 
Organizations. The assumption was made that this was largely 
corrected by the extensive use of materiais formulated in the 
multi-lingual environments of international organizations. Some 
exceptions were also made in the case of unique materials obtain-
ed in French. -

8. A final specific bias, associated with the previous point, is 
one against premature classification in this volume. The task here 

· is seen to be one of registering, describing and interrelating 
perspectives (in a non-linear manner, where necessary), not of 
classifying them in some framework which would eliminate signifi
cant inconsis:encies. Hence the bias in favour ot unstructured !ists, 
complemented by indexing and cross-references. Classification, 
with all that it implies in terms of imposition of a particular concep·
tual (and often defensive) framework on data, is a separate matter. 
The same approach is adopted with regard to the international 
organizations and multilateral trepties in the Yearbook of interna
tional Organizations (vol 1 ). These are 'Classified experimentally (in 
vo: 3) in an evolving integrated framework of some 3,000 catego
ries, together with the world problems and strategies from this 
volumes (see Appendix YB). 

ANNEX 5 
"BIASES/ASSESSMENT" FROM ENCYCLOPEDIA 

BACKGROUND 

Tl"ie previous edition of this publication was published in 1976 
under the title Yearbook of Wor/CJ Problems and Human Potential. It 
was produced as an experiment arising from a joint project started 
in 1972 between the Union of international Associations and 
Mankind 2000. For the ULA it was a logical extension of its function 
as a clearinghouse for information on the networks of international 
agencies and associations, as documented in its 3-volume Year
book of International Organizations. For Mankind 2000, as catalyst 
of the international futures research movement, it was a means of 
bringing into focus its prime concern with the place and develop
ment of the human being in the emerging world society. The project 
was jointly funded by the two transnational non-profit bodies, with 
Mankind 2000 supporting the editorial costs and the UIA the 
publishing and administrative costs. 

In its present fon11, under the new title, the publication is jointly 
funded by the UIA and K G Saur Verlag, current publisher of the 
UIA's 3-volume Yearbook. Agreement to produce this edition was 
reached in 1983, when work commenced. It was originally con
ceived as c:onstituting a fourth volume within the Yearbook senes 
because of the degree of cross-referencing between the four volu
mes. But because its periodicity wiil depend on how it is received, it 
was subsequently decided to treat it as a separate publication 
under the current title rather than tie it to the established annual 
Yearbook. The present content of the book has also been strongly 
influenced by the participation of the U!A in the United Nations 
Univereity project on Goals, Processes and Indicators of Develop
ment during the period i 978-82. 

Originally founded in Brussels in 1907, partly on the initiative of 
two Nobel Peace laureates (Henri La Fontaine, 1913; Auguste 
Beernaert, 1909). the U!A as an international nongovernmentai 
organization had activities prior to 1939 which illustrate its long
term interest in relation to the current project. These include 
publication of the Annuaire de !a Vie /nternationa/e, Vol I 
(1908-1909.1370 pages), Vo! II (1910-1911. 2652 pages) which 
included information on problems with which international organ
izations were concerned at that time. Also published was a Code 
des \ireux lnternaticnaux; codification generaie des vCBux et resolu
tions des organismes internarionaux (1923, 940 pages, under the 
auspices of the League of Nations}. whic~ listed those portions of 
the texts of international organization resolutions which covered 
substantive matters, including what are new regarded as world 
problems. It covered 1216 resolutions adopted at 151 imernational 
meetings. The subject index lists some 1200 items. Paul Otiet, 
co-founder of the UIA, produced in 1916 a book entitled Les Probie
mes fnternationaux et la Guerre which identified many problems 
giving rise to and caused by war, and proposing the creation of a 
league of Nations. In 1935 he attempted a synthesis, Monde. 
which touched upon many problems and their soiution within a 
society in tra.nsfcrmation. The preface bore the title "The Problem 
of Problems", a topic he had first explored ill 19i 8. 

INTENDED USE 

A project of this kind evokes amongst l;;Ome the response "Why 
bother, when we already know what ought to be done?" Who, after 
all, needs another book parading the range of problems with which 
the global community is confronted? Key people no longer have 
time to read mcire than one page summaries and each international 
bod}• is acting as best it can to contain the problems to which it is 
sensitive. 

In 1984 the Director of Political Affairs of one major intergovem
men:al body considered this project both presumptuous and ridicu
lous. He then went on to argue that probiems did not "exist" in a 
way which allowed them to be identified and described ir. a boo/.:. 
For his institution they were agenda items wnich came and went 
according to the poliricai currents of the moment, ceasing to 
"exist" once his organization was no ionger obliged by political 
pressures to deal with them. 

Others would argue that it is a grave mistal<.e to focus on 
problems: in any way because this "gives them energy", hindering 
the necessary "positive thinking" from which appropriate social 
transfor:riatio:-i can emerge. Tnem is widespread beiiet that tne 



action required can be simply defined. Food aid is a topical exam
ple, although even major intergovernmental bodies are now 
acknowledging the counter-productive aspects of such generosity. 
A modicum of humility would require the recognition that most 
seemingly positive initiatives have at least minor counter-produc
tive effects - omelettes cannot be made without breaking eggs. 

· There are however manywho point out that international inst!tu
tions are not containing the problems faced by the global 
community; rather they are being overwhelmed by them. To func
tion at all, such bodies have to concentrate on very small portions 
of the pattern of problems, denying the relevance of other portions 
or even their very existence. This is especially the case when they 
are constrained to orove the value of their own initiatives even 
though they may aggravate such other problems. Many claim to 
know what needs to be focussed on, or done, or avoided to resolve 
the crisis - it only everybody else would subscribe to their particu
lar set of priorities. In such a context it is appropriate to present 
these many "action vectors" within a single framework, in effect 
bringing them collectively to consciousness rather them denying or 
repressing those which do not fall neatly within some favourite 
paradigm. 

This volume is therefore intended for those who question 
whether they are receiving information from a sufficiently broad 
range of perspectives. Ii is for those who believe that much might 
be iearnt from the variety of perspectives on what constitute signi
ficant problems and significc.nt responses to them. In particular it is 
for those who recognize the possible dangers. and limitations of 
attempting to filter this variety down to a handful of "essential" 
problems which can be appropriately contained by a single policy, 
strategy or blueprint based on a single conceptual framework 
guided by a single set of values. 

The users of this volume will therefore include: 

- International relations institutes; 
- Policy research institutes and "think-tanks"; 
- International organizations (governmental and nongovernmen-

tat) concerned with the potential range of problems and program
mes 1:1nd with the design of new programmes; 

• University departments (international relations, environment, 
law, social science) concerned with interdisciplinary issues and 
ways of presenting to students the variety of the global problemati
que and potential responses to it; 

- National government departments designing programmes 
which need to be sensitive to problems and possibilities in other 
sectors; 

- Future research institutes; 
- University depariments responsible for designing general 

studies programmes for students; 
- Ministries of foreign affairs concerned with training or briefing 

dipiomats and members of delegations; 
- Students in many fields needing an overview of the range of 

global issues, how they may relate and the difficulties ot crdering 
such information within one conceptual framework: 

- Change agents promoting the creation of new organizations or 
programmes, whether at the international or the local level; 

- Peocle concerned with paradigm change and conceptual 
breakthroughs in responding to the global problematique; 

- Foundations requiring a sense of context within which they 
can assess new proposals; 

- Corporations concerned· with navigating in a complex· and 
turbulent social environment; 

- Researchers grappling with the ill-defined fields of vaiues, 
hurnari deveiopment and states of consciousness and their rela
tionship to global problem-solving. 

It is expected that the majority of readers will use this book to 
loca.te specific items or groups of information. Some users will 
respond to the challenge of ordering, comprehending and presen
ting such a range of information in new ways, because of the 
extent to which it reflects the variety oi issues with which people 
and groups identify and by which they are motivated. It is hoped 
that some will also be further stimulated to explore the possibility 
of patterned dynamic relationships between incompatible con
ceptual ianguages, encompassing the discontinuity between them, 
in order to develop a dynamic conceptual foundation appropriate to 
the global order of the future. · 

ANNEX 5 
ASSESSMENT 

The principal strength of this publication lies in the range of 
information presented, often derived trom inaccessible documents, 
reflecting a broad spectrum of cultures, ideologies, discipiines and 
belief systems. Many of the topics are little-known, however vitally 
relevant they may appear to those specially ,sensitive to them. A 
significant proportion of the information is of a kind which Is 
normally avoided or ignored by institutions and academic discipli
nes, because there are no adequate procedures or frameworks for 
handling it Many of the topics are therefore of a kind not to be 
found in available reference books whether because they iali 
between conventionally recognized categories, or because they 
threaten them in some way (as with some types of problem). 

A second strength lies in the juxtaposition of seemingly unrelat
ed kinds of information {e.g. prob!ems, values, human develop
ment) which emerge as complementary.and call for the recognition 
of a pattern of relationships between them. The organization of the 
volume is designed to permit very extensive cross-referencing of 
various types. It allows relationships, whether iogical or functional, 
to be indicated in a much more precise manner than in other 
contexts. 

A third strength is the. deliberate presentation of information so 
as to c::mfront opposing viewpoints, wherher through the argu
ments supporting or denying the existence ot a particular problem, 
by matching constructive and destructive values, or by opposing 
strategies and counter-strategies. Wherever possible er.tr•es 
indicate the limitations of the perspective presented. The structure 
of the volume therefore guarc!s agamst dependence on any one 
particular perspective. Each may indeed be appropriate in particu
lar circumstances, but it is more probable that it is or.ly on the 
whole "gene-pool" Ci>f perspectives that humanity can safety 
depend in a turbulent social environment during a period of vuine
rabilitv to nLJclear, ecological and food crises of an unpredictable 
naturt:. 

A fourth strength is the expioration, both through the variety of 
information and through a number cf editorial experiments, of the 
limitations of language in di.stinguishing both problems and respon
ses to them (values, modes of awareness, strategies). The 
approach used has made it possible to present sets of fuzzy cate
gories. such as values, in a way which allows them to be usefu!fy 
related to harder categories of information. Many neglected cate
gories have been "opened up" in a manner which allows. the 
significance of such distinctions to be explored. The approach 
usefully questions assumptions about the adequacy of language .in 
responding to the global problematique and designing integrative 
strategies. 

The principal weakness of the publication lies in the inadequacy 
of information on particular items. V'l'hi!st many of the entries are 
adequaie, or more than adequate, there are exceptions where 
more appropriate information could usefully have been inc!uded. 
This is a direct consequence of the method which was oriented to 
culling information from many sources but did not permit (because 
of iimitations on editorial resources) follc.1w-up on particular items. 
This defect is also partly a consequence of the bias in favour of 
"opening up" neglected topics as opposed to extending informa
tion on well-documented topics. 

A second weakness tor many . is the absence of any scheme 
through which the large amount of information is ordered. To this 
extent it may appear as a "grab-bag•· collection cf discirdered 
information of varying quality and significance. As is pointed out 
however, the absence of a classification scheme is deliberate 
because one of the fundamental challenges is the design of an 
adequate scheme which wcL!id be non-trivial and minimize distor-

. tion. The method used minimizes distortion and provides an infor
mation structure with which classification experiments can !>e 
undertaf<.en, sorr:e of which are presented in this volume. 

A third weakness is the absence of any adequate bibliograp~iy 
or indication of sources, particularly since in recognizing t.he 
exis:ence of a perspectivs in the international community it would 
be desirable to indicate what g;oup or constituency holds that 
view. In the 1976 edition conside~abls effort was in fact expended 
in preparing extensive bibliographies on human development and 
on interdisciplinarity. These have not been. included here, The diffi
culty in including bibliographical references comes again from the 
method used. In the case of United Nations material, for example, 



literally tons of documents were scanned for the rare paragraphs 
defining a problem. In preparing the final entry. the file used might 
contain photocopies of many such paragraphK It was not consider" 
ed feasible to allocate scarce resources to time-consuming biblio
graphic work when the objective was to cross-reference the entry 
to the international body directly concerned with an topic, whether 
or not that body provided information on it. Indeed one of the basic 
difficulties in obtaining information on world problems, for example, 
lay in the fact that the bodies most concerned with an issue were 
frequently unable to supply a succinct description of it. More useful 
texts often came from other sources commenttng in summary form 
on the issue. 

FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS 

In the introduction to each sub-section, indications are given as 
to possible future improvements for subsequent editions. These 
mainly focus or. refinement of the entries and extending the range 
of cross-references between them. 

Now that all the sub-sections exist in text database files on an 
in-house local area computer network, many possibilities emerge 
tor en·riching the information, its organization and its presentation. 
Of special concern is the possibility of linking entries to specific 
international bodies and, in the case ot the United Nations, to 
resolutions of those bodies. 

The in-house computer facility should finally enaple the 
networks of cross-references to be presented in map form as was 
originally envisaged in i 975. Although this step was planned for 
this edition, priority could not be accorded to it. !t is believed ho
wever that experimenting with such visual presentation will lead to 
significant breakthroughs in ordering information on the global 
problematique and on ways of responding to it (see Appendix YF). 

ANNEX 5 



ANm;X 6 
CONTENTS OF UNESCO NGO DIRECTORY 

DIRECTORY OF NGOs IN CONSULTATIVE STATUS WITH UNESCO 

Proposal date: 12th November 1986 

Structure 

I. Bound in a clear plastic cover 

2. Title page (see enclosed draft) 

3. Contents page 

4. Introduction/preface/explanation of structure of entries (1-2 page text to 
be agreed or supplied) 

5. Entries extracted from Yearbook of International Organizations (Vol I) 
(a) Order 

- Category A entries 
- Category B entries 
- Category C entries 
Within each category, entries win be in alphabetical order by English 
name on the basis of Yearbook entry. One entry per page (sqme entries 
may however be longer than one page). Blank line between descriptive 
paragraphs. Text in Times 1 Opt, as indicated in enclosed. sample. 

(b) Special modifications to Yearbook text 
- "Taiwan" and "Chinese Taipei" to be listed as "Taiwan of China" in 

addresses and membership lists 
- In Membership paragraph, "countries" to be listed as "countries, 

territories or zones" 
- Suppression of Yearbook reference number 

6. Index entries 
(a) Order (see also comment in letter concerning page numbering): 

- Category A index 
- Category B index 
- Category C index 

(b) Content: 
- English name 
- Other language names (French, Spanish, etc) 
- Initials (all languages) 

Special conditions 

1. UNESCO agrees that the copyright information should appear on the title page, 
with appropriate mention of the fact that the information was extracted from the 
Yearbook of International Organizations (see draft title page enclosed). 

2. UNESCO agrees that the volume to be produced is for restricted distribution 
solely for the purposes of discussion at the intergovernmental meeting scheduled 
in January 1987, and that this should be so stated on the title page (see draft 
title page enclosed). This in no way determines the nature of the agreement to 
be reached for the form of any publication which may subsequently be agreed upon 
for wider distribution. 




